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PROTEST SONG: "Thina Silulatsha" (We are the
young, we shall not be destroyedÿ)

SUPERIMPOSE  TITLE
YOU HAÿ STRUCK
A ROCKÿ     ÿ--
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FLORENCE MKIZE:

SUBTITLES SUPER-
IMPOSED ON
PHOTOGRAPH

.ÿ.Zhatis why the organizations were ÿll banned o

because there was no other two ways for the

South African government to control the people

uring that timeÿ.  There were a lot of people

were banned, a iot ofÿmmen were bannedÿ a lot of

Women in jail - a lot of theml
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co ON PASS

FLORENCE ÿ ÿZE
ON  CAMERA ÿ
EXTERIOR

NARRATOR  •                           ..i-

The Pass"0r Referenceÿbooklsÿthe'meansby

which/thewhite minority gOvernment.controls our

labour - and our lives.  Every Black Soulh

African must carry one at al! times.

FLORENCE MKiZ_           •  E:

It's nothing to have identity

but what is there in that reference book, some
of the things are a disgrace to a person who
makes a law of that kindÿ  The main thing is
the Influx Control which is the content of that
reference book - that is one of the dirtiest
things.  Becausethe Influx Control deprives
you to get a job to work for your fsmilyÿ

QOQ
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045         STREET SCENESv-iA"  ....  "WÿITE CITIESÿ

.ÿ:ÿ ;ÿ:: ;  BLACK TOWNSHIPS

BLACKWOMENAT ,
WORK,  SERVANTS,
NANNIES ETC/   '

,rl    ;

NARRATOR  ÿ

In order to protect   -4whÿestatus and wealthÿ

a mass of influx controlregulations have been

designed to restrict the number of Blacks

allowed to enter and work in the so-called

'white'hitieso This control is achieved ÿ:y

the Pass laÿs.  The Pass also restricts us to

particular areas and particular Jobs.  We are

seen as a separate breed, without emotions,

without desires to be with our familiesÿ to

feed and clothe our own children.., without

rights to sÿek the work we wish to do or move

about freely in the land of our birth.

O68
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MEN CLIMBING
ONTO TRUCKS

WOMAN,. CHILDREN
IN HOMEL!UND

CouNtrY Bus STOP
BUS.,INTER!OR
TRAÿLLING SÿOTS

MIGRANT LÿBOLÿER'S WIFE

Our husbands must leave'to find-/ÿork and stay

away all year - sometimes mÿny years. And we

know why they want us to stay here:  to keep

a home for him and to keep a home for his

children..g because we have no rights for a

place in the cities,  i do not hear from my

husband formonths.  The money has stopped

coming. Even if I cry for it itdoes not come.

My children are hungry - no food, no money.  Iÿ%r

neighbours lend me money to go to Cape  Town to

look for my husband.  It is a long way.

094

NÿRATOR

Although she has no Pass and risks arrestÿ it is

a chance many women take in order to see their

husbands.

TRAVELLING soNG
/eeQ
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MIGRANT LAB0bÿER ' S WIFE

125

132
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LANGA TOWNSHIP
.SINGLE MEN'S  ....

-HOSTEL           .ÿ.

THOKO NTSHANGA-

POLICE RAIDS
SPOTLIGHTS, AT
NIGHT

NÿSFOOTAGE
PASS ARRESTS •

. ,       ÿ, '(       '. ,ÿ ,   .

102 I am showÿ, to the place where my husband lives.

It is a men's hostel a big grey building with

many mends, and also many women and children...

THOKO NTSNÿLNGA

When women have got to Come all the

way frÿmthe Transkei to see their men, men there
.....  in the cities stay in hostels and they can't

find any other accommodation  for their wives
so they have to stay with them in the hostelS.

• ÿ  .....  Aÿ.d what ÿhappens is that during the night when
they sleep, there are police raids...
they are arrested for being in the citiesÿ for

,ÿ    not having Passes, or not qualifying to be in
that prescribed area.

CEILINA.   ÿ.

About 4 o'clock they waÿe themup  ....

4 o'clock in the morning theYÿ6atch themÿ

'And the ÿbmen they're screamingÿ They just pul!

emin ÿe ÿanÿ they'take them"to the Jail.

NARRATOR ÿ ÿ

This has not always been the situation of women -

ourmen have had to carry Passes since the 1890s,

theyWere born into a life of raids and

arrests,ÿprison and labour cÿmps.., for being

in the wrong place at the wrong time with the

wrong papersl

/i • ®
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PASSBOOK
PASS DEMONSTRATION

196

z:88
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But attempts to control the movement of women,

the first as far back as 1913ÿ met with such

fierce resistance that each time Passes for

women were withdrawn.

WOMEN Black'women suffer a double oppression.

MEN  GOING  TO  WORK

WOOllEN AT WORK  ....  i ÿ

<    -

POLICEÿ MEETINGS

Our men are seen as units of labour,

as appendages of the" white economy, while

We women are seen as appendages of men.

Although black women serve on every farm

and in every home, providing a huge

indispensable and invisible labour forceÿ the

majority do not have passes< to live in hhe

. ,   ÿe.c.lÿ es with their husbands

Tbie Nationalist government came to power in

1948':.,:Ae this time, women feeling the

threat to their families because of severe

food and housing shortagesÿ had begun to

get together to deal with bread and butter

issuesÿ.<

Then the,news leaked out that the government

intended to introduce Passes for women.

FLORENGE  MKIZE

FLORENCE MKIZE :

I used to go... soon as I go %he

women say: "Right, if you come and tell us
about the Pass laws - we don't want Passes:"
That's how we used to organise the women...
we'd have a group of the womenÿ until we'd
have a huge number of women...

CHILDREN

DORA TAMANA

DORA TANANA:
.°. because these Passes are sending

them a lot to the jai! and leave the

children without care. The father will go to
work and leave such a small little things alone°

o will do the washing for them? Who will
save the little ones like these from all the
troubles if the mother is not there?
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CUTAWAYS-.
MAN, CHILDREN

FLORENCE ÿ!oE:           ÿr

You see Africans have experience of the Pass

law. You think the man has gone to look for

work.., next thing you won't see the man

coming back.

223  ':  ","

243

231 ..

FL0ÿNCEÿIZE

iJ

, F,

You go and look all over - hospitals, you go to
the government mortuary, you go all over -
you can't find the man.  And you go to the
Native Commissioner... ÿhey tell you the man is
inside for the Pass 0ffenseÿ

HELEN JOSEPH:

.HELEN JOSEPH

DORA TAMANA

L

• All this was part of the life they lived. And
theY now found it being extended to themselves -
and realized it would be very much worse if it
was extended to themselves.  Because it would
be the mother who would be taken away from
the child.  What they saw was in fact what

: happened later, o.

DORA TAMANA:
/

"    why my mother's not coming back?  ÿkV
sister's not coming back?" Sister is

, *arrested.  You will hear that after three
weeks. Sometimes you will hear how, when she
is coming - because sometimes she will be
sentenced for seven days and come back.  'ÿI
come from Jail:" Oh .' vv

NEws FOOTAGE,        Then themeeting was held in 1950o  Now the
ANTI-PASS MEETING

women went there to protest against the PassBANNERS ETD
.....  :                   laws.  We wanted the government to know that

we don't want these PAssesÿ we don't want these

bondages . . because the more we carry the more

we are oppressed.

/..o
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• HELENÿ JOSEPH
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• HELEN JOSEPH:

The Whitegovernment alÿays wanted complete
controlover the Black people - and I think
as the process of urbanisationÿent on and
more and more Blacks came/to the towns, it
must havebeen a festering sore ... the faÿi;
thÿtlBlack women were free,

.}

263

276

CUTOP OF LETTÿ:
WOMEN"S CONFERENCE
APRILi1954

DORA WALKING WITH
INTERVIEWER

NAARATOR:

"Women of all races are invited  to attend a

conference to promote Women's Rights... It may

besaid that in the past women did not particiÿ

pate  in government in their traditional

societiesÿ but those days are pastÿ  Women

now havethe same conditions to coutend with

as men, often doing the same work... (Fade)

DORA TAMAXÿA:

We formed'the Women's Federation in 1954 ÿ to

fight the education of our chiidrenÿ to fight

the Pass laws.., and to fight our menÿ

Because the womerls are opiÿres.sed by the governÿ

ment and by their men.., and we have to fight
::-, -ÿ"ÿ'i

sis0 that '

/

289 DORA

'   NEWSPAPER:

"WOMAN BANÿ'ÿ
/

STILL:HELEN JOSEPH
• ANDLILIAN NGOYI

._

ARRATOR:

Dora Tam&ha became the First National Secretaÿ

ry of the Federationÿ untÿ£ÿhe government

anned her and prohibited her from all

politleeÿ,actiÿity. Helen Joseph took over in

1955. Itÿas the beginning of a ÿn_ÿnic and

:energeticÿpartnership with Lilian Ngoyi as

.....  ÿ Presÿdentÿ..
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STILLS:
LILIAN NGOYI
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326

336
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HELEN JOSEPH :

SOUND
. o

: ÿLilian:Iÿgbyi was a dynamic leader.., who could

commandwhole audiencesÿ and iÿet a tremendous

I HELEN JOSEPH I ÿ

4ÿI# "rÿ'  emoti0nal]response from them.  She was guided

by her own emotions and her own anger at the
injustices that she felt as a person she was
experiencing.., and that her people were
experiencing.

LILIAN NGOYI

NARRATOR:

Lilian Ngoyidropÿed out/of hÿgh school to

support her family. :ÿAs a worker in the garment

trade she struggled against poverty through the

depression and war years.  In the early 1950ÿs,

a widowsupporting two children and a mother,

Lilian Ngoyi crossed a segregated line in a

Post Office and asked to be served at a window

MONTAGE STILLS
DEFIANCE CAÿPAIGN,
WHITE/NONWHITE
SIGNS

reserved for whites.  That action led her into

a campaignof resistance to the laws of

Apartheid.      ÿ'}lÿ  "rÿJ                      ÿ'ÿ

The decade had opened with the Defiance

Campaign - a campaign of civi! disobedience in

which thousands of people crossed the colour

lineÿ sitting on benchesÿ boarding busesÿ

entering areas allocated to specific races...

and then offered themselves up for arrest.

AMINA CACHALIA

AMiNA CACHALIA:

It was the afterÿoon...we were going to walk
into Boksburg locatign without peÿnitso  We were

'the first batch of women to go and 'defyÿ We

just walked ,iowr, the Boksburg maz[n road and

,when we got to thegateswewere told that we

couldn't enter without a permit. And then when

we were about half-way down this long street we

were promptly arrested.
/.Qo
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383

365 MONTAGE OF STILLS
WOMEN'S PROTESTS
IN 1955

j',!
L

WOMEN  PHOTOGRAPHED
FOR PASSES

DOrA T aNA

NEWSREEL DEPUTATION
OF WOMEN

,:                              )

HELEN LOOKING AT
PHOTOGRAPHS o""
PRESS CLIPP]tNGs

351
HELEN JOSEPH:  ÿ,

Look the PeOPle who went into the Defiance Cam-

paign, they did not think themselves that by

going to Jailthey were going to have the laws

rescinded inParliament.  But they did think that

by going t0Jail they would focus the eyes of the

world on Soutll Africa.  And the same thing is true

of the Pass demonstrations.  We.wanted to make

South Africa and the world aware that the women• .  ,?'               ,

were opposed to Passesÿ

NARRATOR:

The first big demonstration organised by the

Women's Federation was a protest to Uoion Buildings

- the seat of the all-whitegovernment in   ,.,

Pretoria.  2000 women went to see the Prime

Minister withletters protesting the proposed

Basses for women.  His reply?  Toÿ start issuing

Passes to ÿomen for the first time.., pretending

that they were not Passes, but permits to show

that women ne@ÿed no permitsÿ

And now the ,womefl began to be surprised...7'Why
is that?" And then after that the women made the
meetings and I led

the 'deputation to the Langa Administration. When

we came there we ask Mr. Rogers, sÿpÿerintendent:

'ÿhy?ÿ'. He said it's becauÿe the governmeÿ:t is

assorting the ÿeople who must stay here in

fiape Town.

4o0 MONTAGE NEWSPAPER
CUTTINGS

SONG : 'VThina S ilulatshaÿ
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FRANCES BAIRD

- lO ÿ                     _ÿ

FRANCES BAAED:         ÿUÿ;D

447

UNION BUILDINGS

OFFICIAL  LETTER
REFUSING PERMISSION

NEWSFOOTAGE:
WOMEN WITH
PROTEST  LETTERS

ITELEN JOSEPH

MOORAGE STILLS:

i9  :

0hÿ We hada.lot of people who wanted

to come to Pretoriaÿ  Yesÿhepeople
were verF, very enthusiastic that time.  They
wanted to see ÿud they waflÿeÿ to come to Pretoria.

:And those, even those who didn't want to come,
. they... I mean they helped in many ways to raise

up the money.

NARRATOR:

In1956 the Federation was organising a mass

protestOf women from all over South Africa.  Ms,!"ÿ

obstacles werÿput in their way: a few days before

the protestÿ permission to hold the meeting was

withdrawn4

HELEN JOSEPH:               '°  '         '.

And thatVs when we thought up the scheme of each

woman having an individual protest.  We discussed

it with the lawyers and said:  Look, supposing
@Sÿ;Kuma!osays "I want to go to the Prime Minister,
and I"m tÿing ÿV letter to him, and I'm signing
that letter and l'm gOing on the 9th of August°ÿ'
But supposing that Mrs Oachalia also• says
"I want to senÿ a letter ÿo the Prime Minister,
or whoever it wasÿ and I'm going to sign that
letter and I happen to go there on the 9th of
August..°-does that make it a 'common purpose'?
And they ruled that it wasn,,t' aÿ ÿcoÿmOm purposeg
provided each woman had her paper in her hand,

FLORENCE MKIZE:

Lot of ,buses were stoppeÿ'on the way: So we had

to use some tactics - we pretend that we're going

for a wedding - !..hey believe it °  We say:

"No we're going,to a weddingÿV°..  "We're going to

the football°°, we've got nothing to do with thÿ

politiÿs .ÿ  ....  ÿ '.,'!-. '

/ooo
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HELEN JOSEPH
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NEWSFOOTAGE :
1956 DEMONSTRATION,
20,QO0 WOMEN TO ,ÿ,

I6:N B i LDINGS
WITH PETITIONS

495

J

HELEN JOSEPH :

s0 m
/

And the daybefore we were due to go to Pretoria,
we got the news that all the licenses for the
buses that the womÿn had hired from all up and down
the Reef had been ,ÿancelled.  And so there were
no buses', And., witÿ Robert Resha we went in my
carÿ went all uS m d down the Reef saying to the
women "Look no busÿs - you must get yourselves to
retoriÿby train.   But not knowing that they

would be'ableto.,, we took everything in blind•
faith that they woÿ.d be able to get to Pretoriaÿ
And early in %he moÿ'ning we were on our way to
pick up Lilian, because we must get to Pretoria
very early.., and we drove in Newclair, below the
great embankment..,  md the trains come across the
top of the embankment.., an&,aSÿ'.ÿe drove ÿthere we

looked upÿ and I saw the trainÿ  And out of every
window in tH4-ÿtrain ÿhere were women's heads
and they were waving and shouting and singing these
freedom songsthey were singingÿ  And I knew
that it was going to succaedÿ  I cried - I couldn't
help it - Stephen said to me ÿWhat the hell
are)ÿOu crying for?"0,1 criedtears of absolute
jo , because co d stop
them -they were on[thitÿtÿain!and they were going
to Pretoriaÿ               :- iÿÿ'ÿ"

SONG:   "Wathint 'abafazi ÿo,,

(You have touched a womanÿ you have struck
a rockÿ)             ,

FLORENCE ÿZ{IZE:

That was tÿe most beautÿiÿ-,ÿ protest I ever

experienced in lÿ.ÿy life -ÿ re-, seÿi.the women of

South Africa t( gether ÿ  .....  ' '
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Women of all racesÿ from all walks of life

and fromevery corner of the country gathered

at the citadel of Apartheid to demand the

abolition of Passes.  But the Prime Minister

refused to see themÿ so the leaders carried

thepetitions bearing over a hundred thousand

signatureÿsÿinto his office.  Outside the women

waited in total silenceÿ thumbs raised in

the Africa salute.  At the end of 30minutes

the Amphitheatre was filled with the voices

of 209000 women!

527

FLORENCE MKIZE

FLORENCE ÿIZE:

Just thinking when the women were singing:

"Wathint'abafazi, waythintÿ imbolodo, uzo kufa!vÿ

That it means "Strydom, You have touched
a woman, You have struck a Rockÿ  The women
sing in Pretoria that day.°°

STILLS: TREASON
TRIAL DEFENDANTS,
SUPPORTIVE
PROTES£S

NEWSFOOTAGE:
DEFENZAITS AND
SUPPORTERS
CHEERING AT VERII3T

NEWSPAPER: LILIAN
NGOYI BANNED

536

NARRATOR:

The government struck back and put the women's

leaders amongst the i56 people who were on

triÿl for high treason.  Amonÿt them were

Lilian Ngoyi, Helen Joseph and Frances Baard...

The State tried to show that the accused were

planning to violently overthrow the government,

and called for the death penalty.  The trial

dragged on for 4 1ol_g yearsÿ and then a verdict

of not guilty was returned.  But the government

was determined to undermine the women's oppo-

sition%rid in 1956 served banning orders on

Lilian Ngoyi and Helen Joseph.

.co
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HELEN JOSEPH :

' .t  j" , ÿ." -L ,,, i

I got my first ban at the beginning of the

Treason Trial - but it was only a ban on

gatherings.., we could attend social gatherings,

so all we had to do for important discussions

was'to sit with cups of tea on our laps. I1+
think- the amount of tea and pink cakes that I

consumed in .those 4 years is absolutely revolting
(  '.  "j .; T "y,     [- ÿ      _. F   • ,   ,

to think of'

571
NARRATOR:

"FEWSFOOTAGE:"    "' ÿ " : ÿ'Me hle--anw-iÿ'-ÿ  ' "                           ÿ               "" ÿ';the Pass Issuing Unit'.crawled relent-
- " 'ÿ •   ÿ DEMONSTÿL&TION IN      ' ÿ       ; ÿ/ '

lessly around the countryside - where they least
., . .ÿ.R.URÿ.T.AREAS..-.   ,..:   ÿ,

expected opposition.  They were taken by

surprise.ÿ  Although many women did accept the

Pass, hundreds just threw them away and marched

off to speak to local officials.

585 WSFOOTAGE:
NURSES
DEMONSTRATION

When the government reached the cities its

first target was the Nursing professdon - one

of the few escapes from domestic or farm labour

opentoAfrican women - requiring years ofÿ

sacrifice and struggle from the nurses and from

i -<.'

their families.  Now Passes were to be demanded

for'training and registration... Would the nurses
....  ÿsk their hard:won status by refusing to t ike

': them?  "Our mothers were wÿsherwom@ÿi-UL they

,ÿ, ÿ declared, "our mothers educated us. We will go

back' .to the ÿ,;asHtubs but we will not carry

:-,ÿ PasSes ÿ '". "ÿ       ':.
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607. DOMESTIC SERVANTS,
AT WORK,  IN TINY
ROOMS

As the government had had'little success with the

nurses, it now turned on the most isolated and

unprotected of all women: the thousands of

domestic servants living alone in tiny rooms in

the backYards of white residential suburbsÿ

forbidden to have their husbands or children with

them, dependant on the "madam" for the roof over

their heads and the few pounds a month in their

pockets...

DOMESTIC SERVANTS
WAITING  OUTSIDE
PASS OFFICE

649

636

NEWSFOOTAGE:
HUNDREDS OF WOMEN
GATHERING, ARRESTS,
SINGING,' POLICEÿ
MASS ARRESTS

MILDRED HOLO

This time tÿe government appÿaled to the     (ÿ

employersÿ not to the women:themselves. Fearful. of

dismissal and destitution the servants went down

to the Pass Offices... and for a moment it looked

as thoush the goverzment had wonÿ

But then the call went out for all women to

Join the struggle and defeat the Pass as ourÿ

mothers had in ÿ1913ÿ        [ÿI

"soNG  "Masiyeku Sebenza"

(we are working.., for Africa)

MILDRED HOLO:ÿ

And then the policeman come to us

and get usÿ grip us..o and then we also grip the
policeman  ....  :

and then we fall on the ground,
and then when we fall on the ground
they caught us :and they arrest us...
they put us into vans and they went
away with usÿ
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NEWSPAPER HEADLINE :
15OO CRAM CELLS

ALEXANDRIA LUKE :

I Just leave my baby and my two little sons
that day, and ÿhey Just close the door -
without foodÿ Without anythingÿ

NARRATOR:

Condi%ionsWere indescribable in the cells -

eVery inch was crowded with women: old womenÿ

young womenÿ babies, schoolchilSmenÿ pregnant
L

women...

671 ALEXANDRIA LUKE
ALEXANDRIA LUIÿ :

About3days I couldn't eat - I was ÿJust thinking

about my children. After 3 days I think:

Al£ightv If I'm deadÿ I'm dead.. I can't help
it - because Iÿ!mÿ,ÿalso dead now, l'm in jail.
I Canÿt'releas&myself - iÿ"s not easy to
release myselfÿ.

L    ,i

682 NEWSFOOTAGE:
WOMENVS I!&SS
TRIALS

" NEWSFOOTAGE ,' •POLl CE
0wos 0 SIDE

COURTS

POLICE CHARGING ,ÿ
CROWDS, BATONS, GAS

NARRATOR:•.

No court could accomodate all the women and mass

trialsÿwere held in the cells and corridors.

The women refused bail, though anxious fathers

and husbands waited outside willing to pay°

The police were there tooÿ assuring the public

that they would not be frightened off the task

of maintaining law and orderÿ

At midday the first lot of women were released

when their charges were withdrawn.  The croÿrd

surged forward to greet them.., and the police

charged.
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FRANCES BAAED :
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FRANCES BAARD

/ 742 MONTAGE STILLS AND
FEWSFOOTAGE:ÿ    ,

INCREASED PROTEST,
INCREASED POLICE
REPRESSION

\\
\\

'\

Let me sayÿ first we were arrested,

there was a lot of women, ne?  And we went to
court and some of the women were convicted - and
of course.,some of the leaders of the organisation.
And I was discharged then.  And from thereI
was re-arrested, immedi&tely I came out of the
CoUrt I was re-arrested and I was taken back too.°
back"to Port Elisabeth - to this solitary
confinement, as l've said.  This solitary
confinement is something which really drives you
mad, because they put you in jail'in thoseÿce!is,
without anything to readÿ or twithout':seeing
anybody...they just bring your food and push it
like this with a foot to you°..

MARRAT09:ÿ

The Women's Federation declared 1959 to bethe

greatest anti-Pass year°.° and called for the

active entry of men into the campaign.  The

Nationalistgovernment had, throughout the

decadeÿ been consolidating its policies.°° and

was steadily removing all opportunities for

peaceful and legal opposition.  Despite in-

creased police activityÿ arrests, beatings and
f

prison, the women felt stronger and more united -

for 7years they had managed to prevent the

government from making Passes for women

mandatory.  They had begun to feel their political

strength, and now widened their protest to

include all of their grievances: inferior educat-

ion, low wagesÿ bad living conditions, forced

resettlements.'., and government sponsored

beerhalls.

J/
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MONÿAGEÿ'STILLS, o,

FLORENCE MKIZE

• [,,.

FOOTAGE:
W6ÿGAÿRING AT
CATO YÿNORÿ POLICE

I,

NEWSFOOTAGE:ÿ
POLICE  ATTACKING
WOMEN AT CATO MANOR

773ÿ

FLORENCE MKIZE:             ÿ         '

1959 was a very big demonstration - the women

against the beerhall.., trying to tell their

husbands•not to patronise beerhall.  Women were

given .onlÿ minutes to disperse

and the police fired the shot against the
innocent demonstratorÿ.  That was 1959, in Jtÿe,
I was there.,. There Were a lot of womenÿ  There
were hundreds of women were pouring from every
part of Cato Manor - here,  Women they were

pouring all over.  It was not organised - it

came automatically when we were organising Passesÿ

Their husbands used to earn a very little and

spend the last money ÿat they had in the

beerhalls.  So the womenÿdecided that if we call

boycott of the beerhallÿ wel! that will

protect their homes. And the policemen came and

ra!ÿied,  , ÿ.. 4ÿoundÿ ,. there.,ohundreds ....f policemen

were thereiÿ And the manager for the

Administration Departmentÿ he came and addressed

the women. So he didn't come to any conclusion

about the women's grievances, and he didn't

hear anythiÿgwhat the women said.  So he

ordered the pblice to fire the shotÿ

Sÿwe were carrying those who were Wounded°

Little children were caught by bullets hereÿ

It was terrible that timeÿ
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NARRATOR:

834 STILL: LARGE
GATHERING, BANNER
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NEWSFOOTAGE:
MEN PROTESTINGÿ

ENORMOUS  PROTEST
MEÿING OF
MEN'ANDW01ÿ

POLICE  BUILD-UP

NEWSREEL :
MEN AND WOMEN
GATHERING AT
SHARPEVILLE

NÿSF00TAGE:
SHARPEVILLE
MASSACRE

STILL:
SHARPEVILLE
FUNERAL

"Makabongwe Amakosikazi !" .ÿ. Let the Women be

Thanked read the bright red banner flown by

the men of the African National Congress in

September 1959.  Encouraged by the women's

determined resistanceÿ the men now resolved

to join the anti-Pass campaÿign. I

In March 1960 the Pan African Congress called

a nationwide protest in which men and women

would go without Passes to the nearest police

station and surrender themselves foE arrest.

ALEXANDRIALUKE:

We just thinkwe mustnVt go to work, we must go

to town to discuss about these passes.  They are

going to ask, ask, ask our questions about the

Pass laws.  Everybody in the locationÿ

Everybody was powerful, no tiredness, no nothing.

We were just singing "ÿosi Sikel'i Africaÿ'o. o

"We don't want Pass, we don't want Passÿ  We are

going to put this Pass to the fireÿ"

We just go straight.., and then after that,

instead of questioning them, they bring the

sarrasens and they shoot the peopleÿ  They

shoot the people.    :"ÿ '      :

NARRATOR :

A wave of Shock sÿud horror swept Soÿh Africa

and thÿ world.  69 people had been killed at

Shÿlÿpÿilleÿ nearly ÿll shot in the back, and

hundreds wounded. Would pÿacelkÿ protest no longer

be tolerated?  The government then declared a

State of Emergency, outlawed the liberation

movementsÿ and detained over 20,000 peopleÿ

/QÿQ
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NEWSFOOTAGE:
LILIAN NGOYItS
FUNERAL

.ÿ, LILÿI NGOYI

DORA TAMANA

FRANCES BAARD

HELEN AND FRANCES
SITTING  TOGETHER

/

ZOOM IN ON
PASSBOOK

FRANCES BAAED95o

AMINA CACHALIA

HELEN JOSEPH

When Lilian Ngoyi died in March 1980 she was

still Under banning orders.  For most of

the 20 years since  ÿharpevilleÿ Lilimu had been

silenced and confined to her home.

Dora Tamana was detained and spent 5 years

under banning orders.

Amina Cachalia was banned for 15 years.

Helen Joseph was the first person to be

placed under house arrest.  For 9 years no-one

walked down her garden path except the Special

Branch. Helen received her latest banning

order shortly after her 75th birthday, in

June 1980.

FrancesBaard was detainedÿ bannedÿ spent a

year in solitary confinement and 5 years in jail.

On her release she was banished to Mabopane, a

thousand miles from her home in Port Elizabeth.

Havingremoved the leadershipÿ the government

acted quickly to bring the women under control.

Every aspect of life was made dependent on the

Pass- jobsÿ housing, schooling - even the

purchase of railway tickets and groceries.

Finally in 1963, a full 50 years after the

first anti-Pass protest it became mandatory

for women to carry Passes.

FRANCES BAARD:

Well I don't know what you mean by tired?

INTERVIEWER:

Do you not want to give up?

/ÿeQ
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NEWSREEL:
LILIANNGOYI's
FUNERAL

SUBTITLE:
P0ÿ{ BY INGOAPELE
MADINGOANE
BEADAT LILIAN
NGOYI'S FUNERAL

END TITLES

i i ÿ[

FRANCES BAAED :

I can't give up because the spirit is still
there.ÿ  I can't help it, even if I want to give
up, but the] spirit is still there.
Although'ÿ I can't do everything physically.. °
you understand what I mean? ... But my spirit
still wants what I wanted.

NARRATOR:

Mother Lilian, we shall never forget you, nor

shall your name die.  You will live in the heart

of every newborn child, in the breast of the

mother who Teeds it, in the arms of the father

who will love and protect it.  Sleep Mother

Lilian, for beyond the hills a new dawn is

breaking, a new order calling the peoplesT

We'll march %ogether with our sons and daughtersÿ_

and freedom, like your long lost lover

will hold you in her arms.

SONG:   Nkosi Sikel'i Afrika (God bless Africa)

lOO___!9 PZX


